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About This Game

Become the greatest fighter the world has ever known, harnessing the power of chi to manipulate the energies of the universe.
Defeat rivals, find romance, and rise to become the Imperial Champion. Win the right to question the immortal Dragon Sage,

who speaks just once every hundred years!

Choice of Kung Fu is a fast-paced interactive fantasy novel where your choices determine how the story proceeds. The game is
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

The fate of the Middle Kingdom depends on you! Will you play as male or female? Gay or straight? Will you battle against
foreign invaders, or will you rise up against the Emperor? What question will you ask the Dragon Sage, the wisest of all

creatures?
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it is very fun to fly but switches do not work for me I don know if they do on other models cuz I haven't had much time with it
but so far its a NO. Very pleased with pack you do a lot of spinning packs but no more float packs i hate spinning Please could
you make available a heavy duty float pack whitch should include a float rod of 100lb a reel capable of 100lb line 1000yds of
super spider line 100lb breaking strain a very visual heavy float capable of acheiving 250yds distance a 100lb landing net to help
you land fish. Me and my son would buy this pack and i suspect a lot of other people would too. THANK YOU FOR A GREAT
GAME I LOVE IT.. Its a good game, but a lot of the puzzles don't really have a good explanation to them. Like match the candy
with a similar looking candy. Or a bunch of keys to unlock the shackles all shackles look alike and all the keys have the same
pattern. Its all trial and error.. I paid for the game, got the SP Campaign for the price I paid. This is fine. No, really.. I would
recommend X: Tension for the mere fact that this is one of the best space trading sims I have personally played. I have played
X2: The Threat, X3: Reunion and X3: Terran Conflict. While the later were pretty good in and of themselves, X: Tension goes
back to the X universe roots. The cockpits were removed in the X3 series of games but X: Tension has them making the game
more immersive. The trading system is more simplistic than the latest games due to the fact there is not as many items to trade.
This can be a good thing. Complexity can sometimes ruin a game.. The lore is deep, the characters have great development I
really felt like I was there when Dad waslked into the room
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Summary:
A true hidden gem that really hits that turn based strategy\/rpg sweet spot. Gameplay that just gets better and deeper the further
you get. Decievingly simplistic in appearance, but offering a very good challenge and real thought and care in building an army.
This is an indie title that holds up the tradition of some giants in the console world such as Fire Emblem, Advance Wars, and
Final Fantasy Tactics.

Will Appeal To:
Anyone who enjoys meaty turn-based strategy along with RPG-like progression (similar to xcom or jagged-alliance-style
buildup of veteran units). If you like some challenge in your games, and a real chance to lose if you just charge in without
thought - this game is for you. If you enjoy gearing up your characters, picking who gets to wield that fancy new sword or staff
or suit of armor, to best compliment your characters sklls, this is for you. If you like to customize your chars stats on level-up,
this game is for you. It's even got some storyline to follow, and while it comes off as goofy at times, it's actually entertaining in
itself.

Why you should give it a try:
Honestly, it's shamefully underpublicized in my opinion. If you played the mobile games in the Kingturn series, this is by the
same developer. THAT SAID, this is NOT just a simple mobile port. EVERYTHING about the game has been improved - new
scenarios, much improved graphics and animations, tons of quality-of-life improvements, more items, etc. Really, this is so
much more than a re-tread - I LOVED the mobile Kingturn games, but I'm enjoying this desktop experience even more.

It's not expensive, and I've already sunk over 24hrs of playtime into it - plenty of campaign left to play! It is well worth the
money - give it a spin, and don't just play a single scenario or two - you'll notice your gameplay options and depth just increases
with each new challenge!. I was really looking forward to this game after realizing it was done by the same devs who made
Conductor. It's pretty sweet! Not perfect, but I think it will get there. The simpilest way I can describe it is that it's sort of like
Subnautica in space. There is gun combat and lots of crafting. You find material by salvaging items that float around in space
and by searching abandoned ships.

Ran into no bugginess, everything worked great. The only thing that bothered me was that the tutorial ends a little too soon, and
you're left figuring out stuff on your own. And there is a bit of a learning curve. For example, it didn't teach me how to find the
objects I just crafted and how to place them in my ship.

Still pretty impressive for its first early access release. It will only get better from here on out.

Gameplay vid if anyone cares --> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwKcLbdA9do. Simple route with 6 sessions . When
bought it will be installed from TANE Download Station, takes a while.. Ive paid for it and its on my profile but the game is not
there like the 3 others I have paid for, getting through to steam support is like breaking into the bank of england!. Easy,
entertaining, relaxing. Just right for when you have just a few moments to spare.. Hours and hours of going up and down in
fields! What more could you want....maybe if the game would actually work!

First of all this is the first time i have ever bought a farming simulator so I haven\u2019t got much to compare it with.

The first hour you play is jaw dropping. You got spawned into your lovely farm. complete with a chicken coop stone sheds and
a house. I think the whole place looks great! really well designed and created. Then you turn a corner and then say "oh my god!
It\u2019s a TRACTOR" you hit the shift key to put your heavy booted farmer into a over excited sprint, get up alongside, hit
the enter key and fire her up! You hook up a plough and then out the road to one of your fields for a fantastic day of ploughing!

Unfortunately this excitement is very short lived......
After about an hour of playing you start to realise that there is one or two things a miss. After the 5th hour most people will
surmise that there has been a HUGE amount left out of the game. To name but a few;

No Workers. Just mythical pixies that magically transform your fields from different states with only a mouse click...There is
uproar about this...
You can spend 4 hours preparing fields for harvest only to skip to the next round to find that all your fields have been
completely wiped clean. "No Christmas this year kids...we have been hit by some plague?"
Loading a trailer with bales of hay is nearly impossible. The physics is just all wrong
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The map is huge. I mean its whopper big! But it takes about 7 days to get anywhere!

It is obvious that this game was rushed and incomplete. I think that it is appalling that this game wasn\u2019t properly tested
before launch. It\u2019s a rip off.

I could go on and on. But it\u2019s all been said before.

I urge you to check out the forums before you pay for this!!!. This game is kinda weird, but in a nice way. It's playful, soothing
and invites you to explore.
It doesn't challange you all that much and is quite light on game mechanics, but that is to be expected of a casual and abstract
indie game.
Don't let it keep you from enjoying the bright, colorful world that is Shu's Garden.. you end up doing some lame maze stuff
instead of playing pinball the whole time
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